A general ratio ergodic theorem with weighted averages is shown by utilizing a method of R. V. Chacon. The theorem contains Chacon's general ergodic theorem as a special case.
In this note we shall show the following Theorem.
If {pn;n^.O} is a sequence of nonnegative measurable functions with \Tg\^pn+1 whenever g £ Lx(m) and \g\^pn then for any fe L\m), n in lim 2«»7*/WPÍl'tcPÁx)
exists and is finite a.e. on {x|2|Lo ukPtc(x)>0}.
Proof. Let / be the positive integers, S all possible subsets, and p the measure on (/, X) defined by /¿({1})=1 and p({i})=\-w1--■ • -vrt_i for i^.2. Let {ßn; «^1} be the sequence defined by
ß1=w1. Let S be the linear operator on L1(p) satisfying Sh1=^>_n-xßJln and 5/?, = (1 -/S£-_1)Ai-_1 for i^.2, where /?" denotes the indicator function of the set {«). Then it is known (cf.
[2]) that ||S|| = 1 and Snh1(l) = un for each n^O. Thus the direct product Sx Tof Sand Jis a linear contraction on LHpxm) and satisfies (SxT)'iilf(\,.\) = Snh1i\)T"f(x) = unTnf(x). Now define a sequence {/>"; n^.0} of nonnegative measurable functions on (Ix X, E< ,.#, /ixw) by pri(i, x)=Snh1(i)p"(x). It is easily checked that ryotaro SATO \iSxT)g\^pntl whenever ge Llipxm) and \g\<ipn. Hence Chacon's ergodic theorem [1] completes the proof of the theorem.
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